
We offer highly customizable anti-spam. The settings are off by default, but, if you'd like to configure them 
yourself, you can view that information below. You may also turn off any of these settings by supplying the 
number -1. Notify and name doesn't need -1.

The commands below are purely for example purposes and are in no way whatsoever suggestions on what to 
set for your server. Every community is unique in its own way and should be configured in its own unique way to 
best fit your community's needs.

Command Descriptive Example

!auto current
!auto current
 
-Displays current anti-spam settings

!auto spamtime/mentiontime/duplicatetime number

!auto spamtime 5
 
-Sets the number of seconds (or less) needed for another 
message by the same person to be considered spam

!auto mentiontime 5
 
- Sets the number of seconds (or less) needed for another 
message with a mention by the same person to be considered
spam

!auto duplicatetime 5
 
- Sets the number of seconds (or less) needed for a duplicated 
message by the same person to be considered spam

!auto spamlimit/mentionlimit/duplicatelimit number

!auto spamlimit 5 
 
- Sets the message limit needed before beginning deleting the
next messages or spam by that person

!auto mentionlimit 5 
 
- Sets the message (with a mention) limit needed before
beginning deleting the next messages or spam by that person

!auto duplicatelimit 5 
 
- Sets the duplicated message limit needed before beginning
deleting the next messages or spam by that person
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!auto emoji/newline/mention number

!auto emoji 5
 
- Sets the maximum number of allowed emojis in a single message

!auto newline 5
 
- Sets the maximum number of allowed line breaks in a single
message

!auto mention 5
 
- Sets the maximum number of allowed mentions in a single
message

These
are
line
breaks.

!auto duptolerance number

!auto duptolerance 5
 
- Sets a stricter rule on similar messages previously sent by the
same person

In this example:
I had a good breakfast was sent before, then when they
say "I had a gooood breakfast" and try to change the
number of O's in the next messages, it will consider the
message as a duplicate.

 

 

 

Command Example

!autoset current !autoset current

!autoset nostickers/namecensor/modstaff 
[on/off/true/false]

!autoset nostickers on

!autoset namecensor false

!autoset modstaff true

!autoset autowarn public/dm/off !autoset autowarn dm

!autoset cooldown/mutetime number

!autoset cooldown 5

!autoset mutetime 15

Autoset



!autoset punishment warn/mute/kick/ban/off number [
number...]

!autoset punishment warn 1 2 3

!autoset punishment mute 2

!autoset punishment kick 3

!autoset punishment ban 4

!autoset blankavatar mute#/kick/ban  !autoset blankavatar mute5

autoset imagecensor a/t/e

!autoset imagecensor e

e - family friendly

t - 13+ friendly

a - Turns off image censor
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